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1. INTRODUCTION 
WE CONSIDER the Cauchy problem 
u, = Aurn - up in ST, (1.1) 
u(x, 0) = p(x) in R”, (1.2) 
where ST = R” x (0, T), T > 0, n 2 1 and v, is a given bounded nonnegative function. 
Equation (1.1) has been suggested as a mathematical model for a variety of physical prob- 
lems. We shall not recall them here but refer to [14], where the very extensive literature about 
the porous medium equation and some of its generalizations have been summarized. 
One can distinguish three cases: (1) rn = 1; (2) m > 1, the slow diffusion case; and (3) 
0 < m < 1, the fast diffusion case. It is the last case in particular which we shall investigate in 
this paper. 
We begin in Section 2 with a uniqueness theorem for solutions of (l.l)-(1.2). If v, E L’(R”) fl 
L”(R”) and p > 1, the uniqueness is well established [ 11. However in this paper we shall need 
uniqueness with weaker conditions on 9, and we shall show that when m > 0, then (D E L”(R”) 
and p > (1 - m)+n/2 is sufficient. 
In Sections 3-6 we shall investigate the behaviour of the solution u(x, t) of (1 .l)-(1.2) as 
t -+ 00 and show how this behaviour is determined by: 
(a) the competition between diffusion and absorption; 
(b) the asymptotic behaviour of p(x) as 1x1 --t 00. 
The latter is specified by means of a parameter 01 > 0 through the following hypothesis: 
where A is a positive number and the limit is taken in the sense of distributions. 
For nr L 1 these questions have been discussed by Escobedo and Kavian [3], Galaktionov 
and Vazquez [S], Galaktionov et al., Kamin and Peletier [&lo], Kamin and Ughi [l l] and 
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Gmira and Veron [6]. For further references we refer to [14]. In this paper we shall consider 
them for 
Q<m<l 
unless stated otherwise. 
Specifically, we shall prove the following asymptotic results. 
(1) Suppose 








t”(P-1+4(x, i) -+ c* ast+co, 
where c* = (p - l)-l’o’-l), uniformly on sets 
S, = (x E R": 1x1 < ~t"~, r > 01, a > 0, 
in which 
p=&s_ 












I 94(X, t) -+ U(xWy, 1) ast-ta, 
y=(m- Ifa+2 
and U is the solution of the problem 
u, = Aum in S = R" x (0, co) 
u(x,O) = A/xl-" in R"\(O]. 
Here the convergence is uniform in sets 
S, = ]x E H”: (XI 5 at I’?, t 
(3) Suppose 
> 01 a > 0. 
m> l-2 ( > 
+ 
n ’ 
pBm+f, Q > n. 
Then 
where 





and E, is the Barenblatt-Pattle solution of (1.3) with mass c,, given by 
The convergence is uniform in CY8. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
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(4) Suppose 
m> l-2 ( > 
+ 2 2 
n ’ 
m<p<m+-, a>---- 
n p - m’ 
Then, if W is the unique very singular solution of (1. l), 
t”(P-‘)U(X, t) --t W(X/PP, 1) ast-+oo 
the convergence being uniform on sets S,. 
The estimates (l)-(3) generalize those in [lo] and the ideas of their proofs are similar. The last 
result (4) generalizes that of [3] for m = 1, and also holds for m > 1 when the uniqueness of 
W is known [2, 121. 
2. UNIQUENESS AND COMPARISON PRINCIPLE 
Definition 2.1. We say that a function u: ST + R is a solution of (l.l)-(1.2) if 
u E C(S,) tl L”(S,), u L 0 and if for any Q c R" with smooth boundary aQ, u satisfies the 
identity 
where r E C”(S,), r = 0 on aQ x [0, T] and v is the outward pointing normal on XJ. 
Similarly, a supersolution (subsolution) of (l.l)-(1.2) can be defined by replacing equality by 
1 (5) and requiring that 5 r 0 in a. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9 E L"(R"), rp 2 0, and let 
p > ;(I - m)+. 
Then problem (1. I)-( 1.2) has a unique solution. 
Proof. We only prove the case when 0 < m < 1; when m > 1 the proof is similar. We 
consider the approximate problem of (1 . l)-( 1.2). 
u, = Aum - up + Epq in BR(E) x (0, T) (2.1) 
U(X,f) = Eq on a&,, x (0, T) (2.2) 
4% 0) = v%(x) on BRcE) 7 (2.3) 
where E > 0, q > 0, R(E) = E@‘~‘“)+~~, and 
( 1 q E-?(l -m) > >.sO> (P - l)q n 
and the functions v)~ E C”(BR@) are chosen so that 
(1) 96 2 eq in BR(E) and (Pi = .sq in a neighbourhood of a&,,, , 
(2) SBRJ9E - 91 --f 0 as e + 0. 
It is well known that (2.1)-(2.2) has a unique classical solution u, and that 
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The uniform upper bound implies, by [16], that the family of solutions (u,] is equicontinuous 
on compact subsets of ST. Thus we can extract a convergent subsequence [u,,] such that for 
every compact set K C Sr, 
U.-+U EJ asj --t co in C(K). 
It is easy to show that u is a solution of (l.l)-(1.2). 
We next prove the uniqueness of a solution of (l.l)-(1.2). Let v be any other solution of 
(l.l)-(1.2). Then by the definition of a solution, for any [ E C2@,,, x [O, TJ) such that 
[ = 0 on aB,,,, x [0, T], u, and Y satisfy 
(u,(t) - v(t)) - 
i 
(V,, - V)&O) 
BR@) BR(r) 
= Ku, - dt, + CC - ~“7 At - (4 - WI 
- cu,” - vm)(vr, v) + &pqr, 
where U, is the solution of (2.1)-(2.3). 
Write 




a,,j = a, * Jj, c =--- E u, - v ’ 
Cc,j = CC * Jj, 
where Jj E Cm(R”+l), SUPP Jj C [(x, t): 1x1 < l/j, (tl < l/j] and JR”+’ Jj = 1. Clearly 
0 < a,, c, 5 C(c). 
Consider the Dirichlet problem 
r, + a,,jA< - c~,,/~ = 0 in BRcEj x (0, 0 
<=o on a&, x (0, t) 
c(x, t) = x(x) exp{-eq(1-m)‘2(xIJ in BR, 9 





where here and below, M denotes a constant which does not depend on E and j. 
Multiplying (2.5) by At and integrating over BRcEj x (0, t) we obtain, after an integration by 
parts, 
.i 
lvY~,j12 5 C(E)v IA&,j12 5 C(E)* (2.8) 
BRce) 
Moreover, we have the following estimates. 
LEMMA 2.1. The solution 5E,j of problem (2.5)-(2.7) satisfies 
Ir,,j(X, $1 5 Mexp{-&q(i-m)‘2~~~) in BRcEj X (0, t) 
IVte,j I 5 M expt-U on aBR, x (0, t), 
where ,U = (q(l - m)/2) - (pq/n) + co. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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Proof. For rl > rz > 0, let 
Q r,,T2 = (&,WJ x (09 f>* 
We consider in QRcEjtT the auxiliary function 
w(x, r) = -+<(x, T) + Kexp[-~q’1-m)‘2~xI + /I(t - 7)). 
Clearly, we have for some r E (0, l] 
w(x, t)l 1x1 =R(E) r o and w(x, 4,X1 =r 2 0, 
w(x, t) = (Q(x) + K) exp(-&q(1-m)‘21xl] 2 0 in QRW,~ 
if K is large enough. Moreover because u, 2 eq, we have 
0 < a E 5 C e-4(‘+). 1 
Thus we can choose p such that 
W, + a,,jAw - CE,jW = Kexp(-&q’1-m)‘21x\ + P(t - r)) 
x [ae,jeqi’-“‘)(l - F) - P - cc,j] < 0 in QR(Ej,T. 
Hence (2.9) follows from the maximum principle. 
In order to prove (2.10) we consider the auxiliary function 
w(x, r) = k<(x, 2) + K, exp(-&PL)(e’X’-R(E) - 1) in QR(e),R(E)_l. 
Clearly 
w(x, T) = 0 on dBR@) x (0, t)- 
Since supp x c BR(@ we can choose the constant K, sufficiently large so that 
w(x, t) = *X(X) exp(-e q(1-m)‘21~I) + K, exp[--E”)(e’X’-R(E) - 1) < 0 
and if 1x1 = R(F) - 1, 
w(x, t) = k&x, t) + K1 exp(-e”](e-’ - 1) 
5 M exp( -~q(‘-m)‘2(~-(Pq’n)+Eo - 1)) + K, exp{ -EvJ(evl 
where (2.9) is used. Moreover, 
W, + UE,j AW - CE,j W = K, expl--eK) * eiXl-R(‘) 
X [Uc,j(l + v) + C,,j(eR(E)-'x' - I)] > 0 
Thus by the maximum principle 
Hence 
w(x, 7) 5 0 in QR(~),R(+I. 
- 1) < 0, 
in QR(~),R(+I . 
and this implies (2.10). 
15 Mexp(--EPJ, 
1x1 =R(E) 
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We now return to the proof of theorem 2.1. We set < = rE,j in (2.4) to obtain 
(24,(x, t) - u(x, t)J~(x) exp(-e4(‘-“)‘*1xI J 
BR(c) 
Using (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) we deduce that 
<u,” - U”)(vg,,j, ,,) I ~~ -Nn-Jl~9/4+(n-J)& O exp( --E -“) (2.12) 
t J/2 
I C(E) (j I (ac - a.5,j)2 > . (2.13) 0 B,(s) 
Substituting (2.12) and (2.13) into (2.11) we obtain 
i 




/9z - 91 + f 
%,) ss 
[c,, - c,j + c-(n-f)P9’nexp(-cF) + cnEo 
0 BR(~) 1 
> 
J/2 
+ C(E) (a, - a&j)* . 
BR(~) 
Lettingj + m and then E -+ 0 we obtain 
s 
(u(x, t) - u(x, t)]&) 5 0. 
R” 
This implies that 
u(x, t) = u(x, t) 
and the uniqueness is proved. 
In the same way we can prove the following Comparison Principle. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that 
m > 0, p > 5(1 - m)+. 
Let zi(x, t) and ~(x, t) be respectively a supersolution and a subsolution of (1.1) so that z7(x, 0), 
~(x, 0) E L”(R”). Then ~(x, 0) I a(x, 0) on R” implies that 
&x, t) I a(x, t) in Sr. 
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3. THE CASE 0 < 01< 2/(p - m) 




THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that 
2 
P> 1, o<cr<- 
p-m’ 
Then if 
lim \~J~‘(~-~)y)(x) = 00 
lxl+m 
we have 
t”(P-‘)U(X, t) --* c* as t + 00 
uniformly on sets of the form 
lx E R”: 1x1 < it”‘) a > 0, t > 0. 
To prove this theorem we introduce the family of functions 
Uk(X, t) = k2’@-%(kx, k%) k > 0. (3.1) 
It is readily seen upon substitution that for every k > 0, uk is a solution of (1.1) with initial 
value 
V?k(X) = k 2’(p-m)p(kx). (3.2) 
By theorem 2.3 in [15] we have for every k > 0, 
u,(x, t) 5 c*t-“(P-l). (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a subsequence (uk,) and a function U E C(S) such that 
uk,(x, t> + u(--% t> askj-t 00, 
uniformly on compact sets of S. 
Proof. By theorem 2.1, uk is the limit function of a family of smooth solutions ukE of 
problem (2. I)-(2.3). Hence by [16], uk E C(S) and on every compact subset K of S the modulus 
of continuity of t+ only depends on the upper bound of uk in K. Therefore (3.3) implies that 
the family (u,] is equicontinuous on every compact subset of S from which the lemma follows. 
As a corollary of lemma 3.1 we observe that in view of (3.3) 
U(x, t) 5 c*t-“(P_‘) in S. (3.4) 
We now prove that in fact U(x, t) = c*t-l’(P-‘). Pr oceeding as in [lo] we define for any 
A > 0 the function 
e%?(x) = mime+(x), Al 
and we denote by UC the corresponding solution of (1.1). By theorem 2.2, we have for every 
k>OandA>O 
ukA(x, t, 5 uk(x, t) in S. (3.5) 
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Define 
v,(X, t) = c*(t + fgJ-‘cp-l), 
which is the solution of (1 .l) with initial value p(x) = A. Using the method of proof of [IO] we 
can show that 
G%x, t> -+ 5(x, t) ask-+ 00, (x, t) E S. 
We now let k -+ 00 in (3.5). Then we obtain 
Since the lower bound 
Thus, by lemma 3.1 
v, (x, t) 5 U(x, t) 5 V,(x, t) in S. 
holds for every A > 0, we may conclude that 
U(x, t) = V,(x, t) = C*t-“(P-l) in S. 
and the definition of uk, 
k2’+%(kx, kp) --f c* ask+ w, 
uniformly on every compact subset of R". Therefore, if we set kx = x’ and kP = t’, we obtain, 
omitting the primes again, 
t”(P-*+4(x, t> -+ c” ast-+ w, 
uniformly on sets ]x E R": 1x1 < at “@), a > 0, t > 0 and theorem 3.1 is proved. 
4. THE CASE p > m + 2/n, 2/(p - m) < o( < n 
In this section the following problem plays a central role: 
w, = AtP 
w(x, 0) = A 1x1 --cy. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose 







and there exist positive constants A and B such that 
lim Jxl”yl(x) = A and 
ld+m 
lxl”&x) < B in R". 
Then 
F?.l(X, t> + U(xt-“Y, 1) ast-rw 
uniformly on sets of the form 
{x E R": 1x1 < at1’Y) , a > 0. 
Here y = (m - 1)cu + 2 and U is a solution of (4.1)-(4.2). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
As in the previous section we prove theorem 4.1 by means of a scaling argument, considering 
the family of functions 
u~(x, t) = k”u(kx, kYt), k > 0. 
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They are solutions of the problem 
u, = Au” - k-“up in ST (4.3) 
u(x, 0) = V)k(X) in R", (4.4) 
in which v = a(p - m) - 2 and &(x) = k”p(kx). Note that v > 0 by the assumptions on cy, p 
and m. 
We begin with some estimates below. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose (1 - (2/n))+ < m < 1 and (xj”&x) < B. Then 
(a) the functions uk are uniformly in every compact set of s\l(O, 0)); 




uk q+’ I c, lim 
ii 
uk 
q+l = 0 
, 
0 BR f-10 0 BR 
uniformly with respect to k; 
(c) lim k-” 
k-tm 
up = 0 for any R > 0, T > 0. 
BR 
Proof. Let uk be the solution of (4.1) with initial value (4.4). For simplicity we assume that 
&, vk E c’(&) and uk, vk > 0 in &. If not, then we can-in view of the uniqueness of the 
solution-consider the approximate problem. By the comparison principle we have 
uk 5 uk. (4.5) 
Let x E C,"(R") and x 2 0. Multiply (4.3) by u~x’, where 4, s > 0, and integrate over 




4 + 1 ,R" 
uk x 
S + k-” 
Up+qf 
1 f 




where C, and C, are positive constants. We now choose 
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to obtain 
s t ukQ+‘f + k-" R" is 0 R" t 
5 c, @‘f + c, + c, ss ukQ+ y. (4.6) 0 R" 
Since the integrals 
are uniformly bounded, (4.6) implies that t 
i’s o R” u~+~x~ 5 C(ec4' - l), 
where the constants C and C, are independent of k. This completes the proof of part (b). 
From (4.6) we also have that 
k-" u%+~x~ 5 C, + C4C(e c4t - 1) = c,. 
R" 
Therefore 





k-P/(P+q) -, 0 ask-too 
and part (c) is proved. Clearly, if suppx c BR\(0), (4.6) implies that 
T ss u:x < c, q E R+, 0 BR 
where C is a constant which does not depend on k. 
We finally prove part (a). First by theorem 2.2 in [7] 
where 
sup V,(X, t) < c t -"e 
XEBR [ (5 B4R 






Since the integrals j& k”p(kx) dx are uniformly bounded with respect to k, we have proved 
that the functions vk, and so, by (4.5) also the functions uk, are uniformly bounded on every 
compact set of R" x (0, T). 
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Let wk = vr. Then wk satisfies 
(w:/~)~ = Awk (4.9) 
Wk (x, 0) = Ip%). (4.10) 
Define 
B,, = (x E R”: a < 1x1 < b), O<a<b 
and let r E C’(R”) be a function such that 0 5 5 5 1 and supp c c B,, . We multiply (4.9) by 
<‘w:Y-~, where y > 1 and integrate over Bab x (0, t) to obtain 
where 
h=2y+J$-1 
and C is a constant which does not depend on either k or y. 
Since the integrals j& <2(kacp(kx))x dx are uniformly bounded with respect to k, it follows 
that 
t2W;(0 + Iv(&%)7l2 5 C w:ylvrl2 + 1 ) 
Bob > 





5 c2 lV(0G)‘12 
5 c3 (4.11) 
.,=.+!2 1-L 
4 ( > 2’ ’ 
,,=,+(I -+J 
and let r,(x) be a cut-off function in BaIb, with <, = 1 in Ba,+l,br+l. Denote 1 + (2/n) by r and 
take y such that 2y = 1 - (l/m) + Y’. From (4.11) we have 
r 
wk 
I-(l/m)+r’ + 1 . 
Let wlk = max(l, wkj. Then we obtain from (4.12) that 
(4.12) 
wk 
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A standard Moser iteration process now yields 
l/r& 
sup Wik 5 c 
I-(l/m)+rJo 
Wlk 
B~(3,+h)/4~((rl+36)/4) x IO, Tl Bob > ’ (4.13) 
wherej, is a natural number such that 
1 +I+rj92. 
m 
As in the proof of (4.7), we can show that 
T 
i’.i 
pwk” I c, qe R+. (4.14) 
0 %I 
Combining (4.13) and (4.14), we obtain 
sup w, 5 M, (4.15) 
B{(3.+b)/4}((o+3b)/4) X [o, T1 
where A4 does not depend on k. Part (a) now follows from (4.9, (4.8) and (4.15). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let ui and u2 be two solutions of (4.1), (4.2). Then ui I Z.Q in S implies that 
Ur = U2. 
Proof. By lemma 3.1 in [7], we have 
.i 
IUZ(f) - u1(t)l 5 c 
BR ii c BZR 
iu2@) - u,(# + ($&y)R”_i. 
Noting that (1 - (2/n))+ < m < 1 and letting first s -+ 0 and then R -+ co, we obtain u1 = u2. 
By lemma 4.1 the family (uk] is uniformly bounded on every compact set K C s\((O, O)]. 
Hence by [16] {uk] is equicontinuous on every compact set K of S. Thus there exists a sub- 
sequence (uk,] and a function U E C(S) such that 
uk, + u asj-, co in C(K) 
for every compact set K in S. By lemma 4.1 it is easy to show that U is a solution of problem 
(4.1), (4.2). Since the uniqueness of the solution of (4.1), (4.2) is not established, we have to 
prove by another way that uk + U as k -+ 00, and not just along a subsequence. 
Let 
V)bk = minlk”yl(kx), b], v)~ = min(Alxl-“, bj 
and consider the following Cauchy problems: 
u, = Aurn - k-“up, @, O) = O)bk (1) 
u, = AU”‘, u(x, O) = %, * (11) 
By the uniqueness of the solution of (II), as shown in theorem 2.1, we can prove that 
Ubk + ub ask+co in C(K) (4.16) 
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on every compact set K in S, where Ubk and ub are the solution of problems (I) and (II) respec- 
tively. By theorem 2.2 we know that 
Ubk 5 uk, ub, 5 ub2 if b, < b2. (4.17) 
Let 
0 = li+m_l(b. (4.18) 
As in lemma 4.1, we can prove that the functions ub are uniformly bounded on every compact 
set in S\l(O, 0)). Thus 0 is a solution of (4.1), (4.2). Combining (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18), we 
conclude that 
Ub 5 u and 05 u, 
where CJ is the limit function of the convergent subsequence of (uk). Hence, by lemma 4.2, 
0 = U. Thus 
Uk -+ u ask+a, in C(K) 
on every compact subset K of S. 
Sett= l.Then 
z&(x, 1) = k”u(kx, kY) + U(x, 1) ask-t co, 
uniformly on compact subsets of R". Thus, writing kx = x’ and kY = t’ and finally dropping 
the primes again, we obtain 
t “%(X, t) --f U(x/t l’y, 1) as t --) 00 
uniformly on sets lx E R": 1x1 < at 1’y), a > 0. 
5. THECASEp>m+2/n,a>n 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose 
c > l-Z+<m<l, ..r?l.~, cx>n n 
and cp E L'(R"). Then 
P”lu(x, t) - &(x, t>l + 0 as t --f w 
uniformly on sets of the form lx E R": 1x1 5 at”(“s) 1, a > 0. Here 6 = m - 1 + (2/n) and EC, 
is the Barenblatt-Pattle solution with mass 
m 
co = IlVllr~ - I!; UP. 0 R" 
Let u E C(0, T; L'(R")) 13 L"(R" x (T, T)), T > 0 be the solution of (l.l)-(1.2). Then the 
function 
24,(x, t) = k”u(kx, k*“t), k>O 
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is the solution of the problem 
u, = hum - k-“up in S 
u(x, O) = qk(‘d on R”, 
where ,D = (p - m)n - 2 > 0 and v)~(x) = k”q$kx). 
Let wk be the solution of the problem 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
u, = Au” in S (5.3) 
u(x, O) = V)k(X) on R”. (5.4) 
Then using the method employed in the proof of theorem 2.2 of [15], we can deduce that for 
any x E C,“(R”) we have 
3 t&(x, t) - wk(x, t)k 5 c tuk(x, d - wk(x, s))+, t>s>o, R" R” 
where C is a constant independent of s. Letting s -+ 0, we obtain 
uk 5 wk* 
Since 
a)ktX) + ~~d~L1a(x) ask-too 
in the sense of distributions, it follows from [4, remark 21 
(5.5) 
wk -+ Ec ask+ 00, (5.6) 
where c = (]P)((~I, uniformly on every compact set of S\((O, O)j. 
Thus the sequence (r+) is locally bounded in S. From [16] it follows that (uk] is equi- 
continuous on every compact set of S and hence that we can extract a subsequence (uk,j which 
converges to a function U E C(S) as kj -+ CD uniformly on compact sets of S. It is readily veri- 
fied that U satisfies (5.3) in the sense of distributions in S and from (5.5) and (5.6) we deduce 
that 
U(x, t) 5 J%(x, t) in S. (5.7) 
This implies 
U(x, 0) = 0 ifx#O 
and 
U E -WI-), urn E &(S,). 
Let xR E C,“(R”) be chosen such that xR = 1 in BR , (VxR 1 < CR-’ and AxR < CRF2. Then 
we have 
Note that 
ur(Ax( = 0. 
R” 
Hence, if we let R + 00 in (5.8) we obtain 
j)k@) = j/k - k-‘[j/ = IRnl* - l;‘jRnup. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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If we now let k = kj + ~0 in (5.9) we obtain 
1 
U(t) = I\&1 - OD 
ss 
up. 
R" 0 R" 
Thus we conclude that 
V(x, 0) = GJ b(x), 
where 
00 




Since U i EcO, it follows from lemma 3.1 in [15] that U = EC,. The proof of theorem 5.1 is 
completed in the usual way as, for instance, in Section 4 and we omit the details. 
6. THE CASE m < p < m + 2/n, (Y > 2/(p - m) 
In this section we establish the conditions under which solutions of (1.1) converge, when 
suitably normalized, to the very singular solution when this solution is known to be unique. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that 
m> 1-Z ( > 
+ 2 2 
n ’ m<P<m+n’ o’- p-m 
and cp satisfies (H). Let W be the very singular solution of (1.1). Then 
ti’(P-i)Iz@, t) - W(x, t)] -+ 0 ast-+oo 
uniformly on sets of the form lx E R”: 1x1 s at”P], a > 0. Here j3 = 2(p - l)/(p - m). 
We consider the family of functions 
Q(X, t) = k2’@-“%(kx, k’?). 
They are solutions of (1.1) with initial values 
(D&(X) = k 2’(P-m)p(kx). (6.1) 
By theorem 2.3 in [15], we have 
&Jx, t) 5 (p - l)-l’(P-n-l’(P-i). (6.2) 
Hence by [16] the family (~1 is equicontinuous on every compact set of S. Thus there exists a 
subsequence ( ukj) and a function U E C(S) such that 
Uk,(X, t) -+ U(x, t) as kj --t m (6.3) 
uniformly on compact sets of S. Here U satisfies (1.1) in the sense of distributions. In the fol- 
lowing lemma we list some further properties of U. 
LEMMA 6.1. The limit function U in (6.3) satisfies 
(a) U E C(S\{(O, 0))) and U(x, 0) = 0 if x # 0; 
(b) limt,,+ Se, U(x, t) dx = +oo for any R > 0. 
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Accepting lemma 6.1 for the moment, we conclude that U is a very singular solution of (1.1). 
When W is the unique very singular solution of (1. l), it follows that U = Wand that 
Set t = 1. Then 
uk -+ w ask+ 00. 
&(x, 1) = k2’+%(kx, k’) * w(x, 1) ask-co 
uniformly on compact sets of R". Thus writing kx = x’ and ka = t’ and in the end dropping the 
primes again, we obtain 
uniformly on sets 
t”(P-%4(X, t) -+ W(x/t”@, 1) ast-tco 
lx E R”: 1x1 I at”“), 
It remains to prove lemma 6.1. 
a > 0. 
Proof of lemma 6.1. Because limlxl __ (x/“&x) = A and p(x) E L"(R"), there exists positive 
constants C, and C, such that 
t&(x) < Cok2’(p-m) 
and 
pk (X) < co C;k(2’(p-m))-ol 1x1 -a 
Set 
r 
C, k2/(P-@ if 1x1 5 9 
Wk(X) = 
Co Cl~,@2&‘-m))-~ 
IXI --c( if 1x1 >:. 
Notice that vk is continuous in R". 
We consider the following Cauchy problem 
v, = Au” in S (6.4) 
v(x, O) = Wk(X) on R". (6.5) 
By theorem 2.2 we have 
uk 5 uk. (6.6) 
As in lemma 4.1, we can prove that the functions vk are uniformly bounded on every compact 
set of (R"\(O)) x [0, co). Hence by [16] the functions (uk) are equicontinuous on compact sets 
of (R"\(O)) x (0, 00). Thus there exists a subsequence (vk,j and a function V E C((R"\(O)) X 
(0, a)) such that 
vk, -+ v as kj + 00 (6.7) 
uniformly on compact sets of (R"\(O)) x (0, 00). Combining (6.3), (6.6) and (6.7), we conclude 
that 
UI v. (6.8) 
We now prove that V E C((R"\(O)) x 10, a)) and that V(x, 0) = 0 when x # 0. 
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For x0 # 0, let 
Q XOfO = ((x9 t>: Ix, - 4 < 3M 0 < t < to). 
Since Q,, t0 is a compact set of (R”\{O)) x [0, Q)), there exists a constant N independent of k 
such that 
sup vk < N. 
Qx, 10 
Let (pO E C(R”) be chosen so that p,(x) = E if (x - x,1 < $[xO[ and p(x) = N if 
Ix - x,1 2 plxOl. We consider the problem 
w, = Aw” in Qx,I, (6.9) 
w(x, 0) = 00(x) in (x: Ix - x01 < $1x01] (6.10) 
w(x, t) = N if (x - x0( = &lxol, o<t<t(). (6.11) 
The initial-boundary value problem (6.9)-(6.11) has a unique classical solution w and by the 
comparison theorem 
VA-(X, t) c: w(x, t) in Qxot, 
if k is large enough. Letting k --f 00, we obtain 
lim V(x, 2) 5 lim w(x, t) = E. 
(~,t)-(x,,o) (~.t)+(%l,o) 
Since E is arbitrary, we have proved that 
lim V(x, t> = 0. 
(~.t)+(qho) 
Thus I/ E C((R”\(O]) x [O, 03)) and V(x, 0) = 0 when x # 0. Part (a) now follows at once. 
We next prove part (b). By hypothesis (H) we may choose the origin so that for some r, > 0 
V(X) 2 %I > 0, 1x1 5 ro, 
where a0 is some sufficiently small number. For any a > 0 let 
where 
k”(a + bk2/x12)-“(1-m) if 1x1 5 ; 
w(x; @, k) = 






Since 2/(p - m) > n, we have 
if k is large enough. Let z& be the solution of (1 .l) with initial value 
Z&(x, 0) = W(x; a, 4. 
Then, by theorem 2.2, if k is large enough, 
(6.12) 
uk 2 Z,,k. (6.13) 
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Note that 
ty(x, a, k) I E,(x, k-“) 
.T u/(x; a, k) dx = k”(a + bk21x12)-““-m’ dx R" 1x1 5 (rid/k 
I (a + bly(2)-“(‘-m) dy, IYI sro 
where 
1 _ m lx12 -l/U-m) 
a + -.- 
2rnne t2/no I ’ 
is the Barenblatt-Pattle solution of u, = Au”‘. Using the method in Section 3 of [15], we can 
prove that there exists a subsequence {zok,J of (znk) such that 
zakj + z, as kj --f CO, 
where z, is a solution of (1.1) with initial value 
z,(x, 0) = (a + bly12)-1’(1-m) dr * 6(x). 
IYl~Q 
Hence letting k = kj + co in (6.13), we obtain 
u2 z,. 
Thus, for any a > 0 and R > 0, 
U(x, t) dx 2 lim 
i r+o+ B, 
2,(x, t) dx = (a + bly(2)-1’(1-“‘) dy. (6.14) 
IYI ST, 
Finally, letting a -+ 0 in (6.14), we obtain 
V(x, t)dx = +m 
and lemma 6.1 is proved. 
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